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ABSTRACT

An airborne data reduction system using a personal computer has been introduced in IPTN
Flight Test Facilities. The system is developed to enhance the Flight Test Capabilities in
the remote area operation where telemetry link from the test aircraft to the base station can
not be established. Hence, the immediate flight test data assesment can be performed on
site. The system is given an acronym ARTISt that stands for Airborne Real Time
Instrumentation System. The development plan of ARTISt consists of several phases in
accordance with IPTN inhouse Flight Test Program. At this stage ARTISt is in a phase 1
or a preliminary stage where areas of improvement are still wide open. Experience during
flight test execution will dictate the improvement which has to be done later on. ARTISt is
designed to serve more rapid Flight Test Data assesment, therefore a compatibility with the
existing flight test system in use is of prime concerned. In this early stage ARTISt can
handle on-line flight test data, reduced and displayed it in agreeable form to the flight data
specialyst and then print it. The display as well as the print out can be in the form of table,
barchart, graphics, mixed of graphic and table. The engineer on board can select any of
those forms, and an impression about the test flight situation being performed can be given.
In the final phase ARTISt is projected to be able to perform the flight test preparation
phase including the measuring parameters cheek-out, reduce and present the data in
real-time, record all the information and prepare a flight test report, and finally facilitate a
post flight check-out. It is expected that by employing ARTISt, the flight test data
assesment and analysis can be performed as fast as in the old system or presumably faster.

INTRODUCTION

During the last test flight operations which were conducted at the off base area, flight test
data turn arround time apparently become a problem. This was happened due to the fact
that the current flight test system, that consist of onboard data acquisition system and
onground data acquisition and evaluation system linked by a telemetry network, is not able



to cover the test area and therefore online facilities to monitor and justify the flight test
situation can not be utilized. It is become apparent that the data turn arround time is a key
factor in flight test program, therefore this problem has to be solved immediately. Strong
efforts are emphasized in the realization of the idea to replace the ground station role by an
airborne system that can provide information as the ground station can provide too. This
led to the activities to develope an airborne data reduction and evaluation system which is
called ARTISt. As ARTISt will be subjected to the existing Flight Test System, a full
compatibility system will be developed. ARTISt will be developed in several phases and
what will be presented herein will represent ARTISt phase one system configuration. The
phase one ARTISt will be built using IBM PC/AT with additional hardware interface and
peripheries. The hardware interface and software module to drive the system are inhouse
developed. The hardware interface will deal with the onboard data acquisition output
signal requirements where as the software system will handle the ground data acquisition
and evaluation system requirements. At this stage ARTISt has passed the laboratory test
and showing a good performance and able to provide information for the flight preparation
set - up, test execution and reporting. All of the features that have been demonstrated in
the laboratory are so promissing and expected that it will be in the same quality whenever
ARTISt is subjected to the flight condition.

Unfortunately, as the test program slips for several mounths, the features presented herein
only employ a pre recorded data (tape) extracted from the previous flight test, however the
impression how ARTISt will provide information and of what type is still represented in
this paper. In the next stage ARTISt is projected to perform satisfactory in-flight
conditioned and adds more features such as onboard calibration, data compression, multi-
user application with individual algorithm. It is expected further that together with the
modular and distributed flight test instrumentation system, ARTISt can be applied as well
in the modified series production flight test in addition to the prototype certification
program. And by employing ARTISt in the test program especially for the remote area
operation, the impression of the flight test situation and data assesment can be made faster
than the existing system now in use.

ARTISt SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Prior to the ARTISt operation, the user defines a set of the measuring parameters to be
monitored via the IBM PC/AT microcomputer system. Each of the measuring parameter
contents leading particulars which will be stored in the hardware interface. ARTISt
received the test data from OBDAS in the form of serial PCM data stream. This interface
will then be able to perform decommutation and selection of the PCM data word and
submit the selected data into one of the raw data buffers in the microcomputer memory
using the Direct Memory Access (DMA) method. There are two data buffers in the micro
computer memory, if one of them is being filled with raw data the other one can be



accessed by the ARTISt system to calibrate the selected measuring parameters. In order
that the system software can process the calibration, the information regarding the
calibration curves have to be inputted into ARTISt. This curve is taken out from the on-
ground database that has been prepared and stored in the floppy disk prior to the starting
up on-line data monitoring. ARTISt can display the data on the CRT in the form of tabel,
barchart, graphic or mixed of the tabel and graphic depending on the user’s choice. And
the availabilities of the line printer and 8-pen plotter of the ARTISt system can supply the
user to produce hardcopies or graphical outputs.

ARTISt CONFIGURATION AND INSTALLATION

As it is mentioned earlier ARTISt will received the flight test data from OBDAS. In the
actual installation ARTISt is hooked to the Remote Multiplexer and Demultiplexer Unit
(RMDU) of OBDAS via a serial line which is usually used by the Computer Controlled
Display Unit (CCDU) (Figure 1). The raw data in the form of digital pulse, analog voltage,
ARINC bus etc. are processed by the RMDU to produce the serial PCM data which is
then applied to the interface box and to the ARTISt system. A special conditioning card
was developed to prevent the possible electrical shock which can interfere between
ARTISt and RMDU/OBDAS. This card is housed in the separate box and equipped with
the long line driver enabling the serial line to be lengthened as required.

The IBM PC/AT micro computer system is used as an onboard computer having the
following configuration :

- 2 floppy disk drives of 1.2 MB and 360 KB,

- 2MB expanded memory,

- Math coprocessor 80287,

- IPTN-designed hardware interface,

- EGA card and colour monitor,

- Printer EPSON - FX 1050,

- 8-pen plotter Rolland DXY 980 A.

For the system integration the additional devices are provided to supply power, RFI
protection and fan to avoid the temperature shock and the battery backup to maintain
information within 5 minutes whenever the main supply is fall.



Those equipments are mounted in a special rack equipped with the shock absorber to
reduce the vibration during the test flight ( Figure 6).

ON GROUND SUPPORTING DEVICES

As described earlier the onground computer system provides the database files system
including of:

- measuring parameter description project .MES,

- calibration record project .CAL,

- PCM-map cycle project .PCM,

- test description project .OPE.

The onground computer system consists of two PDP 11/44 minicomputer systems.

To read the needed information such as test description, calibration entries, PCM word
position etc. the interface program called ADBASE (ARTISt Data BASE system) is
installed to extract the specific information from the onground database files system. The
ADBASE program resides in the PDP 11/44 computer system and verifies all selected
measuring parameters and produce the output files matched to the ARTISt system and then
down-loaded into the floppy disk (Figure 2).

The IBM PC/AT microcomputer system is connected to the PDP 11/44 minicomputer
system via the serial RS-232 cable. To install the ADBASE the user should log in into the
PDP 11/44 system.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

This section will discuss “how ARTISt works” in more detailed. The activities of ARTISt
can be divided into 3 categories, namely onground preparation phase, the ARTISt
hardware and software operation, which will be described herein after.

THE ONGROUND PREPARATION PHASE

Before starting up ARTISt the user must define the measuring parameter via the onground
database function modules called DEFMES, DEFCAL, DEFPCM and DEFOPE.



DEFMES program maintains the description of the measuring parameter such as name,
symbol, description, bandwidth etc. This information will be saved into the diskfile named
project .MES

DEFCAL program maintains the calibration record that includes of the calibration points,
engineering units range, type of calibration, exponential factor, etc. This information will
be saved into diskfile named project .MES

DEFPCM program maintains the PCM map cycle that includes and such as word position
of the measuring parameters, repetition, frame rate, ID counter, etc. This information will
be saved into diskfile named project .MES

DEFOPE program maintains the test description that includes the operation number, test
description, PCM format number, the aircraft configuration etc. This information will be
saved into diskfile named project .MES

After having defined the measuring parameters the data extraction can be initiated with the
maximum no. of the measuring parameters can be selected is limited to 100.

HARDWARE OPERATIONAL

Figure 3 illustrates how ARTISt works from the hardware side. The inhouse hardware
interface of the ARTISt can be divided into 7 major functions.

First function. Line signal isolation and control signal generation module. The serial
PCM data generated by OBDAS is received by ARTISt via this module. To prevent an
electrical interference between OBDAS and ARTISt, a special hardware interface is
designed to isolate the electrical connection between both systems. This module will also
generate/reconstruct several control signals, such as bit clock, word clock, end of cycle.
Both the serial and control signals are amplified using several differential amplifiers, in
order that distance from OBDAS and ARTISt can be lengthened as required. This is
housed in a separate box and installed near OBDAS. As illustrated in the figure 3 the first
function is connected to the second function and the third function.

Second function, serial to parallel shift register and latch. This is to convert the
incoming serial PCM data into parallel format using control signals generated by the first
function.

Third function, tristate buffer. This is to isolate the ARTISt hardware interface from the
PC/AT data bus. Using “ENABLE” signal coming from the DMA controller the content of 



shift register will be connected to the data bus and the selected PCM data word can be
inserted into reserved area of PC/AT memory controlled by the DMA controller.

Forth function, word selector. This is to give a “HIT” signal to the DMA controller
function if any one of selected PCM word appears on the serial PCM data stream, for
marking that this data is to be transferred into PC/AT memory. Data transfer is done
16-bitwise.

During set up phase word selector is programmed by the ARTISt system software. The
word position in the PCM data stream of the selected measuring parameters is inserted into
Random Access Memory (Global RAM) of the word selector. This transaction is done
directly via PC/AT bus.

In the data monitoring phase the word position of PCM data being received is continously
compared with the content of Global RAM, if the word position is in the global RAM,
then a “HIT” signal is generated.

Fifth function, DMA controller. This is to control the transaction during the PCM data
insertion into PC/AT memory using the programmable DMA controller chip 9237A-5
onboard PC/AT mother board on DMA channel no. 5, which allow data transfer of 16 bits.

The information of:

- the location of the PCM data in the PC/AT memory (data buffer area),

- number of data to be transferred,

- mode of operation,

will be programmed into 8237A-5 during the preparation phase. If a “HIT” signal is
received from the word selector function, the DMA- request-signal is generated to the
DMA-request-channel no. 5 on the PC/AT bus. After the PC/AT gives the DMA
acknowledge, the DMA controller has the control of the PC/AT bus. A sign is given to the
Tristate buffer function to enable the selected PCM data to be connected into the PC/AT
data bus. The other control signals will be generated automatically by the 8237A-5.

Sixth function, frame reduction. Due to the processing capability of the onboard
computer, the updating rate of the flight test data is limited up to 1 Hz. The frame
reduction function reduces the speed of the data transfer to onboard computer up to one
PCM frame per second.



Seventh function, interrupt controller. This is to manage the interrupt request to the
IBM PC/AT on every end of a PCM data package which is marked by the End of Cycle
signal.

SOFTWARE OPERATION

Figure 4 illustrates how ARTISt works from the software side.

The Software development in ARTISt can be divided into two sections:

- Low Level Program (LLP) and

- High Level Program (HLP).

The Low Level Program (LLP) is installed in the PC/AT as a memory resident task and
runs as a back-ground program. The LLP is activated only on a certain event indicated
softwarewise by interrupt command (INT 0Bh) or hardwarewise by interrupt request signal
(IRQ3) on the PC/AT bus. The INT 0Bh is able to usually serve serial communication port
no. 2.

The LLP which is written in assembly is able to:

- find the location of DMA data buffers.

! There are two areas in the PC/AT memory reserved for DMA data buffers.
Those data buffers will be filled with the selected flight test data coming from
PCM data stream. While one buffer is being filled with PCM raw data the other
buffer is converted by the HLP into the engineering units and displayed or
recorded as required. The location of DMA buffers and which buffer to be filled
are defined by the HLP.

- Initialize DMA controller.

! The insertion of flight test data into PC/AT memory is done by a DMA method
to make the data transfer faster without disturbing software (HLP) activity.

The information of:

- which DMA buffer to be filled,

- number of data to be transferred,



- DMA transfer mode.

will be programmed into the DMA controller 8237A-5 during the set up mode.

- switch the DMA data buffers.

! The LLP toggles the buffer area to be filled in on each incomming INTerrupt
signal (INT 0BH). It switches from one data area into the other area.

- communicate with the HLP.

! There are some flags in used to be maintained by the LLP, and the HLP can set
the status of the hardware activities controlled by the LLP.

The High Level Program (HLP) does the most software activities in ARTISt beginning
from the global measuring parameter set definition until the data display and on-line data
recording. These activities can be categorized as follows :

- Global Measuring Parameters set Definition (GPD)

! This includes the identification of the selected measuring parameters such as
calibration data, word position in the PCM data stream, symbol, engineering
units range etc, which will be read from a floppy diskette.

- Local Measuring Parameters set Definition (LPD)

! Flight test data can be displayed in several formats. Each format can have a set
of the measuring parameters to be displayed or recorded, called local measuring
parameters set, which is the subset of the global measuring parameters set.

- Data Convertion Module (DCM)

! The DCM is able to convert selected PCM data into engineering units. The data
will be masked to filter unsignificant bits. The DCM can process data from one
bit (eg. landing gear position) up to 36 bits (eg. laser gyroscope ) of FT data.

The next procedure is to calibrate the FT data, the type of the convertion curve in
used are:

- ON/OFF (one bit measuring parameter)



- polynomial ( up to 6th-order )

- straight lines (up to 28 break points)

- user defined functions such as derived parameters

- Data display module (DDM)

! The result of DCM is displayed using the DDM. The DDM is able to split up the
CRT screen into several sections (windowing) which of each can accomodate the
FT data in different format, such as in mixdis. One area is used in graphic mode,
while the other area is used in textmode with a scrolling area.

- Data recording and data retrieval sections

! The FT data will be recorded into a ramdisk up to 2MB (maximum up to 60 runs
with approximately 5 minutes/run) and this FT data can be reported between
flight manouvres. The data will be stored in unformatted, direct-accessed records
to minimize disk space and fast in used.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The ARTISt's software system provides the modular software package program and those
modules are guided via the menus to ease the users to select one of those modules by
pressing the up/down arrow key.

According to the activities the ARTISt system can be categorized into 3 phases:

- Preparation phase

! This phase allows the user to predefine a set of the measuring parameters (global
measuring parameters set) before starting to monitor the test data. Having
completely defined the global measuring parameters set the user is required to
define a set of the measuring parameters set (local measuring parameters set)
taken out of the global measuring parameters set according to the display mode
to be selected (bar, table, graphic, mixed mode or online recording). The user
can define up to 5 local measuring parameters sets. There are two type of test
data can be selected i.e. raw data (electrical) or physical data (engineering units).



- Data monitoring phase

! In this phase the user can start to monitor the test data according to the selected
display mode. If the user has defined more than one local measuring parameters
sets then the display mode can be selected more easily as needed. The local
measuring parameters set can be changed (adding/removing the measuring
parameters) as long as the global measuring parameters set is remain the same,
changing the global measuring parameters set will cause the user is back to the
preparation phase.

- Data reporting phase

! The test data that has been recorded during data monitoring phase can be quickly
evaluated and reported in the form of graphic or tabel data before the test can be
continued. This phase is very helpful to the flight test engineers to evaluate the
test results.

Figure 5 shows the main menu of ARTISt and figure 7, 8, and 9 respectively illustrate the
output of the ARTISt in the form of graphic, barchart, and mixed of tabel and graphic.

CONCLUSION

As mentioned earlier, out of the laboratory test ARTISt has performed its intended
function beautifully it is expected that the same quality of information will be resulted
whenever ARTISt is installed onboard aircraft and subjected to a flight condition. Hence,
ARTISt will then be utilized in a flight test program and it is believed that together with
the existing on board data acquisition system, the more cost effective data turn arround
time in a flight test program especially for off base operation and / or series production
flight test can be achieved.
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Figure 1. Onboard Installation

Figure 2. Onground Installation



Figure 3. Hardware Operation of ARTISt

Figure 4. Software Operation of ARTISt



Figure 5. Main Menu of ARTISt 



Figure 6. ARTISt Rack

Figure 7. Data Presentation in graphic



Figure 8. Data Presentation in barchart

Figure 9. Data Presentation in mixed format


